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( PRLEAP.COM ) Email Monks breakthrough innovation by the launch
of company's new unique service proposition providing clients with template customization
services for its 100+ ready to use email and newsletter mobile optimized templates, adding new
feather to its hat. Client has just to select the template and leave rest of the efforts for email
monks. The team of skilled monks at the monastery would then customize the same template
according to the needs of clients in their own content, images, links, fonts, colours and other
brand elements. The template customization services comes with 8 hours turn around time and
starts at as low as $65.
This service is not only expected to boost the ROI of the clients' email campaigns but also
enable the clients to fight out traditional email design challenges .
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Additionally, these services will be turn out to be a boon for the companies who have long
craved for an email template design customization solution in deadline oriented environment
with squeezed budgets.

Template customization service to rescue your brand guidelines!

Companies who used to buy the low cost templates usually had to undergo the pain of poor
code quality, restricted customization, increased design and coding cost. Also, some of the
companies who are engaged in frequent email marketing weren't able to execute it in time
because of lack on technical and design capabilities in house and buying a template as well
didn't yield expected results.

Monks decide to fight out the challenge providing their customers and prospects with a
complete suite of template customization service. Once client chooses the template out of
100+ ready to use mobile optimized email and newsletter designs
, Monks roll up their sleeves and start to mollify or tailor the template, add the content, colours,
fonts, images, links and other brand elements as required by the clients, radically make the
template look tailor made and deliver blast ready templates back within 8 hours. Solution
remains completely hassle free as entire customization takes place at the monastery.

So, how will the new service benefit email marketers?

With the template customization service for 100+ ready to use mobile optimized email and
newsletter template designs, customer will be able to:
Relax and watch monks work at the abbey customizing said email templates of clients, add
Content, Images, Colours, Fonts, Links and other branding elements as per the clients
guidelines, Reduce their email template design and coding expenses, Get ready to use
template designs in addition to the template customization service, in as less as $65, Enjoy the
8 hours turnaround delivery time, least in the industry, Get a litmus test report enabling email
template compatibility with 40+ email clients, Save a lot of time on developing a design and
utilize it more strategically elsewhere and, Enhance the visual impact of their external branding.
An abbot at the monastery mentions "Conceive of a scenario, where the client wants to send
out an email and decides to do so just before 8 hours. Especially, when they do not have
in-house design capabilities, have insufficient knowledge of design software and lack email
client supportability or do not understand HTML coding language well, it becomes
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unmanageable and even unimaginable.
Email Monks bring a smarter solution to this challenge by offering template customization
service for their 100+ ready to use mobile optimized email and newsletter template designs.
Team of monks will not only make the templates completely tailor made but also ensure them to
render correctly on most popular (40+) email programs through a Litmus test."

The new service from Email Monks could be browsed on their website: www.emailmonks.com

About Email Monks:Email Monks offer fresh email design, template customization and desig
n to HTML conversion services
with least in the industry turnaround time, 100% money back guarantee, 24/7 customer and
development support and quality assurance. Moreover, clients needing to integrate their
templates with their Email Service Providers or require an email in responsive or scalable
layouts will also be able to join hands with Email Monks.
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